In this paper we characterize maximal C-compact spaces, maximal QHC spaces, and maximal nearly compact spaces. We also discuss a covering property which turns out to be equivalent to 5-closed and extremally disconnected.
Example 1. Let X = [0, 1] u M, where M is the set of integers greater than 1. [0, 1] with the usual topology is a dense, open subspace of X, and if « G M, a neighborhood of « is («} together with a deleted neighborhood of 1/« in [0, 1] . [0, 1] , being compact, is C-compact, and M is closed in X. However, M is not QHC relative to t, as may be seen by considering the r-open cover {{«} u (l/n -rn, l/n + /•"): « G A/} of M, where rn = 2(l/n -l/(« + !))• Theorem 1. C-compactness is preserved by finite unions.
Proof. Let X = A u B where (A, t\A) and (B, t\B) are C-compact. If K is a closed subset of X and { Ua\a E A} is a r-open cover of K then { Ua n A\a G A} is a t\A cover of K n A (similarly for B). Thus there is a t\A finite proximate subcover of K n A and similarly for B. The union of these two proximate subcovers is a proximate subcover of K. Q.E.D.
A topological property R is semiregular if the space (X, t) has property R whenever (X, ts) has property R where ts is the semiregularization of t, or the topology on X which has as its base the regular open sets of t. A topology t is semiregular if t = ts.
For a topological space (X, t) and a subset A e X such that A $ t, the topology t(A) = {U u (V <~) A)\U, K e t) is called the simple expansion of t by A. (t(A) is just the topology generated by t u {A) as a subbase.)
Example 2. The interval [0, 1] with the usual topology t is C-compact since it is compact and, being Hausdorff, it is minimal Hausdorff and thus maximal C-compact. However, if Q is the set of rational numbers in [0, 1], then t(Q) has t as its semiregularization (minimal Hausdorff spaces are semiregular), but t(Q) is not C-compact.
Though C-compactness is neither closed hereditary [VI] nor regular closed hereditary [SI] , the property is preserved somewhat as the following shows.
Theorem 2. If B is a regular closed subset of a C-compact space (X, t), then (B, t\B) is QHC.
Proof. This follows from the fact that C-compact spaces are QHC and the fact that a space is QHC if and only if every regular closed subset is QHC [C2] . Q.E.D.
The preceding does not hold for closed subsets (the closed subset {(1/«, 0)|« G Z) of Example 2 in [VI] is a counterexample) although closed subsets are interiorly QHC [C2] . A subset A of a topological space (X, t) is interiorly QHC if every open cover of A has a finite subfamily whose closures cover intT A.
We shall now proceed to an examination of the characterization of maximal C-compact spaces. To facilitate this investigation we want to introduce two new concepts. Definition 1. A subset A of a topological space (X, r) is C-compact relative to t if every relative closed subset of A is QHC relative to t.
The following is obvious. Proof. If t* c t, then every t* cover of a relative closed subset of the subspace (A, t*\A) is a t cover and the result follows. Q.E.D.
Theorem 5. C-compactness relative to t is relative closed hereditary.
Proof. If (A*, t\A) is C-compact relative to t, and K2 is a relative closed subset of the relative closed subset A n A, where A is closed, then K2 = A, n (A n A) = (A, f) K) n A for some closed A", and is therefore a r\A closed subset of A. Q.E.D.
[0, 1] is C-compact relative to the usual topology t but is not C-compact relative to r(Q) where Q is the set of rationals in [0, 1] . Thus this property is not semiregular.
Example 1 shows that C-compactness relative to t is not contagious. The proof of the following is easily obtained.
Theorem 6. // (A*, t) is Hausdorff and A is QHC relative to t, then A is closed. In particular, if (X, t) is
Hausdorff and A is C-compact relative to t, then A is r-closed. Definition 2. A subset A of (A*, t) is closure C-compact if every r-open cover of clT K has a t\A finite proximate subcover of A", where A is a t\A closed subset of A.
Since closed subsets of C-compact spaces are not necessarily QHC, it follows that C-compactness relative to r does not imply closure C-compactness. Also, closure C-compactness does not imply C-compactness relative to t. ]0, 1[ is closure C-compact as a subspace of [0, 1] with the usual topology but is not C-compact relative to the usual topology since it is not closed.
Theorem 7. Closure C-compactness is contractive.
Proof. Let A be closure C-compact in (A*, t), t* c t, and let A be a If all open sets are closure C-compact, let % = {Ta\a G A} be a T-open cover of a closed set K. Then select Ta E Gll. T* = X -clrTa is open and K n T* is relative closed in 7* with {Ta|aGA-{a,}}asa r-cover. Then there is a t| 7* finite proximate subcover of Ä^ n T*, and this, together with Ta , is a t finite proximate cover of K. Q.E.D.
Thus since C-compactness is not productive neither is closure C-compactness.
Theorem 9. (X, t) is maximal C-compact if and only if whenever A E X is such that A is closure C-compact and X -A is C-compact relative to r, then A is open.
Proof. If (X, t) is maximal C-compact and A satisfies the conditions, let K he T(/l)-closed. Then K = Kx\j (K2p\ (X -A)) where Kx, K2 are r-closed.
Then for any r(A)-open cover {Ua U (Va n A)\Ua, Va E r, a G A} of K, { Ua\a G A} is a t cover of K n (X -A) = (Kx u K2) n (X -A). Since X -A is C-compact relative to t, {Ua\a E A) has a finite proximate r (and hence t(A)) subcover of K n (X -A). {Ua(j Va\a G A} is a t cover of c1t(ä: n A) = clT(Kx n A) = clT{A)(Kx n A), and thus there is a t\A = t(/í)|/1 finite proximate subcover of the cover. These two subcovers together form a proximate r(A) cover of K. Thus t(A) is C-compact and since t is maximal C-compact, t = t(A) and A E r.
If (X, t) is not maximal C-compact then there is t* d t such that (X, r*) is C-compact. For A E t* -t, A is t* closure C-compact by Theorem 8 and thus t closure C-compact by Theorem 7. Also, X -A is C-compact relative to t* by Theorem 3 and thus C-compact relative to t by Theorem 4. Q.E.D.
Corollary
1. A C-compact Hausdorff space is maximal C-compact and therefore minimal Hausdorff.
Proof. This follows from Theorems 3, 6 and 9. Q.E.D.
In [Cl] we gave an example of a non-Hausdorff QHC space which is maximal QHC, and since it is compact, it is maximal C-compact. Also, being maximal QHC it is submaximal [C2] , and thus maximal C-compact spaces may be submaximal. (A space is submaximal if every dense subset is open.)
In [VI] there is an example of a Hausdorff C-compact space which is not compact. [0, 1] with the usual topology is maximal C-compact but not maximal QHC although there is a finer topology on [0, 1] which is maximal QHC [C2] .
2. QHC spaces. In this section we shall extend the concept of closure C-compactness to obtain a characterization for maximal QHC spaces which is similar to that for maximal C-compact spaces. Proof. If (A*, t) is maximal QHC and A E X is closure QHC and X -A is interiorly QHC, let { Ua U (Va D A)\a E A) be a t(A) open cover of X. Then {Ua\a E A) covers X -A and thus a finite proximate t(A) subcover of intT(A* -A) = intT(/0(A* -A) exists. {Ua U Va\a E A} covers clrA = cl<A)A and thus there is a finite subfamily whose union is dense in A and thus in clT^4 = X -(intT(A* -,4)). These two finite subfamilies give us the desired finite proximate cover of A*. Thus t = t(A) and so A E r.
If (A*, t) is not maximal QHC then there is t* d t such that (A*, t*) is QHC. Then for any A E t* -t, A* -A is t* interiorly QHC and thus t interiorly QHC, and A is t* closure QHC and thus t closure QHC. Q.E.D.
This theorem improves upon the characterizations for maximal QHC spaces in [C2] in that the proofs there relied heavily upon the fact that the maximal QHC spaces are submaximal. The concept of closure QHC helps us obtain this fact now in a different manner.
Theorem 12. // (A*, t) is QHC and A is a dense subset, then A is closure QHC.
Proof. If ( Ua\a E A) is a r open cover of clT A = X, then there is a finite proximate subcover ( U \i = 1, 2, . . . , n) of X. If x E A, x E T E t, and T n Ua,. "^ 0> then T n U". n A ^ 0 since A is dense, and thus {U^ n A\i = 1,2, ... ,n) is a finite t\A proximate subcover of A. Q.E.D.
2. Maximal QHC spaces are submaximal.
Proof. If A is dense then X -A is interiorly QHC since intT(A* -A) = </>, and the result follows from Theorems 11 and 12 and the fact that a space is submaximal if and only if the dense subsets are open. Q.E.D.
3. /-compact spaces. The 5-closed spaces introduced by Travis Thompson [Tl] have been characterized as those spaces in which every cover by regular closed sets has a finite subcover [C4] . 5-closed spaces are QHC, Hausdorff 5-closed spaces are extremally disconnected [Tl] , and there are 5-closed spaces which are not extremally disconnected [C4] . Maximal 5-closed spaces are precisely the maximal QHC spaces which are extremally disconnected. A property which is closely related to 5-closure is that of 7-compactness.
Definition 4. A topological space (X, t) is I-compact if every cover by regular closed sets has a finite subfamily whose interiors cover the space.
It is obvious that every 7-compact space is 5-closed and that an extremally disconnected 5-closed space is 7-compact. We shall show that the 7-compact spaces are precisely the 5-closed spaces which are extremally disconnected.
Lemma I. If A is a regular closed subset of an I-compact space, then every cover of A by t regular closed sets has a finite subfamily whose r interiors cover A.
Proof. Let {Ka\a G A} be a cover of A by t regular closed sets. Then {Ka\a E A) u {clr(X -A)} is a cover of X by t regular closed sets and therefore there is a finite subfamily whose interiors cover X; {intT K^\i = 1,2, . . ., n) \j {X -A) covers X. Thus (intT K \i = 1,2,... ,n) covers A.
Q.E.D.
Theorem 13. An I-compact space is extremally disconnected.
Proof. Assume that (X, r) is 7-compact and is not extremally disconnected. Then there exist disjoint nonempty open sets Ux and U2 such that clT Ux n clT U2 ¥=■ 0. A = clT Í7, u clT U2 is regular closed and (clT Ux, clT U2) is a cover of A by regular closed sets whose interiors do not cover A. This contradicts Lemma 1. Q.E.D. 4. Nearly compact spaces. The nearly compact spaces introduced by M. K. Singal and A. Mathur [SMI] are characterized as those spaces in which every cover by regular open sets has a finite subcover. Since QHC spaces may be characterized as those spaces in which every cover by regular open sets has a finite proximate subcover, we have the following implications, none of which is reversible: compact -* nearly compact -» QHC. Theorem 14. (X, r) is nearly compact if and only if (X, ts) is compact [Cal] .
Theorem 14 shows that nearly compact spaces are semiregular and it is known that near compactness is regular closed hereditary [SM2] ; however, near compactness is not preserved by finite unions [SM2] and thus is not in the class of spaces studied in [C3] . Because near compactness is semiregular, maximal nearly compact spaces are submaximal [C3] . In fact, in view of Theorem 14 and the fact that t| ¥= ts if t* d t and t is submaximal, we have the following:
License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see https://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use A topological space (A*, t) with property R is strongly R if there is a finer topology t* such that (A*, t*) is maximal R. These results follow from the fact that every topological space has a finer submaximal topology which is ro-equivalent [Bl] . (Two topologies are roequivalent if they have the same semiregularization.)
The example discussed in [Cl] is a maximal compact space which is submaximal and therefore maximal nearly compact. It is also maximal QHC and not Hausdorff.
[0, 1] with the usual topology is maximal compact but it not submaximal and therefore not maximal nearly compact.
Example 6 of [C2] is a maximal QHC space which is not nearly compact since it is not completely Hausdorff. (A Hausdorff space is nearly compact if and only if it is QHC and completely Hausdorff [HI] .) N. Smythe and C. A. Wilkins [SW1] constructed a maximal compact space which is not submaximal but is, of course, strongly nearly compact. They also have a minimal Hausdorff space which is finer than their maximal compact space. Since minimal Hausdorff spaces are semiregular, this space is not ro-equivalent to the maximal compact space, and since minimal Hausdorff spaces are strongly QHC there is a maximal nearly compact space which is not maximal QHC.
